Abstract
Background
Quantitative structure-activity/structure-property relationship (QSAR/QSPR) models are regression or classification models widely used in cheminformatics, where a biological activity or a chemical property of chemical compounds are modeled in terms of their molecular descriptors. The design of QSAR/QSPR models requires dealing with several problems. One of them is the selection of the most relevant set of molecular descriptors for the property or activity that is intended to be modeled. Chemical structures are usually encoded by a variety of descriptor families such as functional groups, topological, constitutional, thermodynamic, quantum mechanical, etc. Several of them may contribute similar information or may be irrelevant for the biological activity under study, and thus, affecting the discovery of Open Access *Correspondence: ip@cs.uns.edu.arthe descriptor-activity relationship. For this reason, the selection of the most relevant descriptors is regarded as one of the most difficult and crucial tasks for QSAR/ QSPR modeling [1, 2] .
There are several families of methods for addressing the descriptor selection problem, but most of them can be classified into two main categories: classic methods, such as those using multiple linear regression [3] or VSMP [4] , and those using artificial intelligence-based techniques, such as the ones inspired on genetic algorithms, artificial neural networks or fuzzy logic methods [5] [6] [7] . In particular, the artificial intelligence-based methods are better suited to discover strong nonlinearities between the set of descriptors and a given biological activity (or property) and can overcome some limitations of classic descriptor selection methods [8] .
Despite the numerous statistical approaches for feature or descriptor selection, real users that want to extract the most informative descriptors to understand or predict a property/activity still face an important challenge. The main reason is because none of these methods can be claimed as the best approach for any possible combination of dataset and prediction method. Therefore, in a real setting, especially when unseen data is likely to be presented in a future, users do not have a certain way of knowing what descriptor selection method would work best.
Another common criticism that descriptor selection methods receive is that most of these approaches are deemed as "black-boxes" by chemists. This is due to the fact that in order to fine-tune the results or introduce domain knowledge in the selection criteria it is necessary to know the inner workings of the method [9] or, in the best case, to encode this knowledge in the form of some prior probabilities. While some works have overcome this limitation by ad-hoc analyses [10, 11] , we claim that there is a need for better support in the descriptor selection task, so that these methods can be embraced by the cheminformatics community.
There are two research questions that we aim at answering in this paper. The first one is whether we can leverage outcomes from different descriptor selection approaches to arrive at a more thorough decision on the subset of descriptors to be selected. While there exist several methods based on ensembles and voting schemes [12, 13] these approaches leave the chemical knowledge out of the selection process. The second research question is how we can involve the domain expert (e.g. a chemist), so that he or she can incorporate his or her knowledge and expertise during the feature selection process in a semi-automated manner.
In this paper we propose to deal with these two challenges by means of the proposal of a tool that combines statistical methods with interactive visualizations. This type of approaches falls under the emerging area of visual analytics [14] . The main idea behind visual analytics approaches is to merge the computational capacity of statistical and machine learning methods with the human natural ability of identifying patterns in visualizations. By allowing some form of interaction in the visualizations, domain experts can explore the data and provide feedback to the tool, and/or use the tool to arrive at more informative decisions. Visual analytics have been applied to different bioinformatics problems [15] [16] [17] , while its application on cheminformatics has not been considered until recently. In the area of cheminformatics some approaches have been presented, such as CheS-Mapper [18] , ChemMine [19] or MQN-Mapplet [20] , which aim at interactively exploring chemical datasets by means of clustering and dimensionality reduction methods. QSARINS [21] is a comprehensive tool for multiple linear regression QSAR models that aggregates different statistical methods with a special focus on the model validation. INFUSE [22] is a recent visual analytics tool designed to help the analyst understand the predictive power of features in predictive modeling. One limitation of this approach is that the visual analysis is done on a per-feature basis. In contrast to the previous methods, in this tool we propose an approach that focuses on the challenging task of analyzing and selecting subsets of descriptors for QSAR/QSPR. This is done by means of explorative and visual analytics techniques, where the tool facilitates the comparison of multiple descriptors and descriptor subsets coming from the output of different descriptor selection methods.
Implementation
As it was mentioned previously, when a physical chemistry expert develops a QSAR/QSPR predictive model, the choice of the most appropriate descriptors for this model constitutes the first complex challenge. Once the molecular descriptors have been computed for the dataset, different combinations of them should be analyzed in order to obtain a good quality model. In this context, the QSAR/QSPR model must satisfy two quality standards: high prediction accuracy, preferably evaluated with an external dataset, and good interpretability, evaluated from a physicochemical point of view. Considering the high number of molecular descriptors that are usually computed for a dataset, which could be in the range of thousands, a common practice consists of exploring different feature selection methods in order to obtain different smaller subsets of relevant descriptors [1, 5] .
In a next step, these subsets should be systematically compared to find the best combination of descriptors. This process encompasses several aspects, such as analyzing descriptor co-occurrence in the different candidate models, avoiding redundant descriptor sets, and analyzing descriptor-target relationships. This analysis has been traditionally carried out by the expert combining her expertise with the design of plots and tables in an ad-hoc manner [10, 11] .
This task can be tedious and time inefficient, because the relationships among the different pieces of information does not emerge in a straightforward way. At this point, it becomes valuable the contribution that visual analytics techniques can incorporate to this process. The main idea behind these strategies is to summarize and integrate data in a graphical and interactive way, facilitating the finding of key information for supporting domain expert decision making [14] .
At this stage an interactive visual analytics tool, which we will refer to as Visual and Interactive DEscriptor ANalysis (VIDEAN), is proposed for comparing alternative descriptor subsets. These descriptor subsets are obtained from different descriptor selection methods as candidates for the QSAR/QSPR model. The main idea is to use this tool as a decision support system. Undoubtedly, the analyst's task is complex since multiple aspects are involved in the modeling decisions. Therefore, different data exploration strategies are required in order to integrate these multiple pieces of information.
In this tool, we propose to visualize different aspects related to the information required for modeling, uncovering hidden connections among the descriptors and their relationships with the target property. In this way, the specific objectives that guided the design of these visualizations can be defined as follows:
1. The avoidance of redundant descriptors in QSAR/ QSPR models. This means that if two or more descriptors are conveying similar information, the tool should help choose the most meaningful or suitable descriptors for the model, and thus keeping the descriptor subset small. 2. The complementarities among the selected descriptors and the target property. This means that each descriptor of the model should be relevant for prediction. In other words, if one descriptor were removed, the prediction accuracy of the model should worsen.
Interactive visualizations proposed for QSAR/QSPR modeling
In this section, the visualizations included in VIDEAN are introduced. Some examples of the most representative decisions that a modeler can take from these visualizations are also illustrated. In VIDEAN, the interface is organized around the four charts depicted in Fig. 1 . The upper section of the screen contains two undirected graphs that represent pairwise associations between descriptors. The lower section of the screen contains a bipartite graph, which represents the relationship among the candidate subsets of descriptors (called "models" in this tool a ) and individual descriptors, and an interactive plot area, which shows different relationships between the descriptors and the target property. In this way, the modeler can analyze multiple aspects involved in the descriptor selection process simultaneously.
Undirected graphs for pairwise descriptor analysis
In these charts the information is represented as undirected graphs, where each node (circle) represents a descriptor selected by at least one of the models (Fig. 1a) . The graph on the left has a central role in the analysis and it will called primary undirected graph (G p ), whereas the graph on the right plays a complementary role and it will called secondary undirected graph (G s ). In both graphs, the node color uses a grayscale to indicate the proportion of models in which the descriptor has been selected: white, if it was chosen only by a single model, and black, if it was chosen by all the models. In this way, the consensus among the different models is incorporated in the analysis [23] .
In G p , the node sizes and edge weights can be customized for representing different types of relationships among descriptors. The two main modes are entropybased and correlation-based. In the first mode, node sizes are associated with the conditional entropy of the descriptor with respect to the target property. A smaller node size indicates a higher value of conditional entropy and a bigger node size indicates a lower value of conditional entropy. Conditional entropy is a measure of the amount of uncertainty over a random variable when the value of another random variable is known. In this case, it is a measure of how much uncertainty remains about the target property value when we know the value of the descriptor. In this mode, edges represent the mutual information between descriptors. Mutual information (MI) measures the amount of information that a random variable contains about another. Thus, the mutual information between two descriptors is the reduction in the uncertainty of one of them due to the knowledge of other, and vice versa [24] . Note that MI is a metric, so the value obtained from this calculation will always be non-negative and symmetric [25] . Edge color is used to quantify edge weights, and it ranges from a pink to violet scale that indicates the MI value between two descriptors. Light pink is used when the descriptors are independent (MI = 0). The opposite case, dark violet is used when the descriptors are identical (high MI values) i.e. the information derived from one of them can be used to represent the other one.
In the second mode, the node sizes are associated with Spearman´s rank correlation (or Kendall) between descriptors and its target property, whereas the edges represent Spearman´s rank correlation (or Kendall) between descriptors. Here, a smaller node size indicates a lower correlation and a bigger node size indicates a higher correlation with the target property. The edge color range goes: from red to yellow for positive correlation (red = 1) and from blue to light blue for negative correlation (blue = −1). Spearman and Kendall correlations, as opposed to the well-known Pearson, allow identifying non-linear relationships. In G s (Fig. 1a , graph on the right), the node features (size and color) are automatically fixed by the mode selected for G p . In this graph the edges represent the degree of co-occurrence of the descriptors in the models. In other words, the co-occurrence of two descriptors is computed using the following ratio: the number of models in which both descriptors appear simultaneously over the total number of models. The range of colors used for the edges ranges from dark green (high co-occurrence) to light green (low cooccurrence). In this graph the modeler may recognize pairs of relevant co-occurring descriptors, namely those with high importance for the prediction of the property as a pair (not only individually). These situations could be related to complementary physical-chemical information between two descriptors. For example, molecular weight and polarizability together can be useful for predicting a partition property between two solvents, although the individual contribution of these descriptors may not be so relevant.
Bipartite graph for model vs. descriptor analysis
In this chart the information is represented by a bipartite graph, where all nodes are represented by boxes. The nodes on the left represent the models and the nodes on the right represent the descriptors of these models. The edges indicate occurrence of a descriptor in a model. In this way, we can have an overview of the models under study (Fig. 1b) . It is important to clarify that a QSAR model is constituted by a subset of descriptors and the relationship that associates these descriptors with a target property. However, in this paper a "model" makes reference to a candidate subset of descriptors only. Therefore, the use of the word "model" is frequently used here as a simplification of "candidate subset of descriptors".
Additional plots for descriptor vs. property analysis
An extra feature associated with the graphs consists on showing the distribution of descriptor values with respect to the target property using additional visualizations (Fig. 1c) . Clicking on a G s node shows a scatterplot with the dispersion of the descriptor values versus the target property values for all compounds in the dataset. Additionally, two histograms indicating frequency of descriptor and target values can be overlapped over the scatterplot. At this point, the modeler can have a better understanding of the contribution of each descriptor to the modeling of the target property and the type of relationship (linear, quadratic, cubic, etc.). For example, in previous works [11, 26] , the best models were obtained by combining descriptors that cover different subregions of the chemical domain. In other words, the exploration of this visualization allows assessing the contribution of the different descriptors to the model.
List of descriptors
This list shows all the descriptors involved in the analysis. This list has an important role as it controls what can be visualized by the graphs Gp and Gs. The selection (unselection) of a descriptor from the list involves the addition (removal) of the corresponding node on G p and G s . Furthermore, the selected descriptors in the list can also be changed from the visible nodes on G p or G s .
Prediction models
VIDEAN allows modeling the target property using different statistical methods. The descriptors that are used to build the model are those selected in the list of descriptors. Currently, there are three available methods, namely, linear regressions, decision trees and neural networks, which can be parameterized accordingly. These prediction methods are implemented using WEKA libraries [27] . While the focus of VIDEAN is not on finding the best predictive model, this feature allows the comparison of the predictive capacity of several subsets of descriptors using some baseline methods.
Interactions with the visualizations
The undirected graphs allow several interactions with the user. Initially, the graphs are reduced on their nodes and edges based on different thresholds. When the node (edge) threshold slider or value is modified, the graph is updated according to these values.
When hovering over a node, the nodes and links connected to it are highlighted and the others are fainted leaving a clear contrast without losing the global context. When hovering over an edge, the numeric value encoded by the color is shown. This number can represent an MI value, a correlation, or the number of models depending on the graph and edge coding mode.
By double-clicking over a color scale, the links within this color range are shown and everything else is fainted. The list with the definition of each descriptor can be brought up by double-clicking on a node. Note that by using these interactions, a modeler could discover interesting descriptors. For example, non-redundant descriptors, selected in most of the models and strongly correlated with the target property can be easily identified in G p by detecting the bigger and darker nodes connected between each other with light-colored links.
Finally, the interactions are slightly different for the bipartite graph. When hovering over a model node, the edges that connect this model with its descriptors are highlighted while the other descriptors are fainted. When hovering over a descriptor node, the edges to the models in which the descriptor is present are highlighted, while the remaining edges are fainted. Note that the colors used for the descriptor nodes (scale from white to black) are the same in the three charts based on graphs. Also, by clicking on a model-type node, their descriptors are updated on the main list, and hence also on both graphs. The modeler can use this visualization to better understand differences among models, and to create new models from their combination. Thereby, it is possible to achieve new models combining descriptors from different models, as it will be illustrated in next sections.
Results and discussion
In this section, the applicability of the proposed tool is studied in two different scenarios. The first scenario corresponds to the prediction of log P liver , which is a relevant property for the study of volatile organic compounds (VOCs). In this case the tool is used to choose one subset of descriptors from a group of candidate subsets obtained automatically by descriptor selection methods. The second scenario is related to the prediction of a mechanical property that plays a central role in the design of polymers. In this case, the tool is applied in a different strategy, where an expert wants to combine his domain knowledge with the automatic selections reported by some descriptor selection methods.
Log P liver analysis
Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are emitted as gases from some solids or liquids. VOCs include a variety of chemicals and many of them have adverse health effects. Several methodologies have been applied to VOCs inhalation studies [28, 29] and are related to the analysis of physiologically-based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) models. PBPK modeling is a mathematical modeling technique for predicting the impact of synthetic or natural chemical substances in humans and other animal species. In respiratory PBPK models bloodair, liver-air and liver-blood partition coefficients of VOCs are important for their hazard assessment and bioavailability estimation [30] . Several attempts have been made to model the relationship between the structure or molecular properties and the blood-to-liver distribution, usually denoted as log P liver , of VOCs and drugs [11, 30] .
The objective of the use case reported here is to choose a subset of descriptors to predict log P liver in such a way that the model shows high accuracy and it is also interpretable in terms of its physicochemical descriptors. Particularly, in this case we aim at choosing one out of four QSAR models generated automatically by a descriptor selection tool [5] , using a dataset of 122 VOCs and 1,391 molecular descriptors. The compounds were extracted from [11] consisting of hydrocarbons, alkyl halides, alcohols, ethers, esters, ketones, epoxides, nitriles, halobenzenes, polycyclic hydrocarbons and benzene derivatives. The descriptors involved in each of the four models are listed in Table 1 . All these models have similar predictive capabilities in terms of mean error and coefficient of determination as it can be seen in the second column of Table 1 .
Choosing the best subset of descriptors
When subsets of descriptors with similar predictive capabilities are compared, the choice of a subset usually focuses on those with lower cardinality. This is because a subset that involves a smaller number of descriptors is generally easier to interpret and more likely to be generalizable (based on the Ockham's razor principle [31] ). Despite this, and given that the differences between the cardinalities of the candidate subsets are minimal, other criteria, such as interpretability or confidence, are taken into account.
A first strategy can be to analyze the subsets that contain a higher proportion of "frequent descriptors", which are those that are present in more than one candidate subset. The rationale that motivates us to start the analysis exploring these descriptors is that their occurrence Table 1 Candidate models obtained for log P liver using the dataset reported by [ 
11]
The second column shows the predictive accuracy of the "best" model after applying 4-fold cross validation on three different methods (linear regression, decision trees, and neural networks). In this case, the best predictive accuracy for the four models was obtained by using a decision tree (M5P). The parameter setup and predictive accuracy for all methods are available in the Additional file 1: Table S1 .
Model
Predictive accuracy in more than one subset would indicate a higher likelihood of contributing relevant information for modeling the property. This information can be easily visualized by interacting with the bipartite graph of models and descriptors. Figure 2 shows that M3 and M4 are the models that contain more frequent descriptors (three), but also higher cardinality. In this way, if we consider cardinality and number of frequent descriptors, we can conclude that M2 would be the least valuable. Once M2 is discarded, a next step can consist of analyzing mutual information between the descriptors that are present in the remaining models. The objective here is to determine which models have a higher proportion of descriptors that contribute non-redundant information for the prediction (modeling) of the property. Figure 3 shows this information for M1, M3 and M4. It can be clearly seen that M4 has higher pairwise mutual information between their descriptors, and thus it will be regarded as the least interesting model due to the high redundancy among their descriptors.
After M4 is discarded, the following analysis focuses on deciding between M1 and M3 using the remaining visualizations. A first step consists in assessing descriptor cooccurrence in these models. This is in order to identify similarities and discrepancies among descriptors of different models. This information is shown in Fig. 4 , where it can be observed a similar proportion of descriptors with high and medium degree of co-occurrence.
At this point, the histograms and scatterplots can be used for analyzing which one of the two models is more interpretable from a physicochemical point of view. M1 consists of five descriptors: AMW (molecular weight divided by the number of atoms), Se (sum of atomic Sanderson electronegativities), Pol (Polarity number), Mor29u (3D-Molecule Representation of Structures Based on Electron diffraction-signal 29/unweighted) and ALOGP (Ghose-Crippen octanol-water partition coefficient). All of them provide to a lesser or greater extent important information about molecular properties related to the molecule capability to distribute between the two media under study: liver tissue and blood. Liver tissue may be considered as a non-polar medium while blood is a polar one. The descriptor AMW discriminates the molecules taking into account their atomic composition (type and quantity). Plotting the compounds by AMW values allows identifying different chemical families, where differences in their physicochemical properties become more evident, e.g. differences in their polarity properties. Something similar happens to the descriptor Se which succeeds in discriminating the VOCs families with the sum of Sanderson atomic electronegativities (scaled on carbon atom). The descriptors Pol and Mor29u highlight structural 2D and 3D properties, respectively. Pol relates to the steric properties of molecules and it works as a specific filter that discriminates molecules by chain length. Mor29u captures minimum variations in 3D-structural features based on interatomic distances, and it can differentiate isomeric structures but it does not differentiate chemical families. Finally, ALOGP gives relevant information about molecular affinity for an octanolwater medium, and it is sensitive to minimum differences in molecular structure. There is certain correlation between this descriptor and log P liver , because polar molecules have low ALOGP and log P liver values (e.g., alcohols and halogenated hydrocarbons) while nonpolar ones have high values (e.g., alkanes and aromatics). All variables were shown to be relevant to the performance of the model confirming that the contribution is global. In this sense, an expert analysis would determine that descriptors of M1 contemplate more physicochemical aspects related with the property under study. This fact can be observed from the histograms and scatterplots, where all distributions of variables are different as it can be seen in [11] . Furthermore, M1 also has a lower cardinality than M3.
In this way, we have shown a possible flow of analysis to choose between alternative models using our visual analytics tools. Nevertheless, it is important to emphasize that this strategy is not the only approach to follow for the analysis. For example, a user could start analyzing the interactions between the descriptors of the models through the inspection of undirected graphs. While different flows of analysis can lead to different descriptor subsets, an important aspect of this type of selection is that it increases the expert's confidence on the model.
Elongation at break analysis
In the polymer industry it is fundamental to define the profile of applicability of a polymeric material. There are numerous mechanical properties that can describe this profile, and among them, the capacity to resist breaking under tensile stress is one of the most important and widely measured material properties used in structural applications [32] . In this example, a property obtained from a tensile test is explored: elongation at break, which is a measure of material ductility. It is important to consider that not only the ambient temperature affects the final value of elongation at break, but the rate (crosshead speed) also does [33] . Values of elongation at break reported at specific temperatures and cross-head speeds are typical for these test conditions. A dataset of high molecular weight polymers extracted from [34] was used, which includes 655 molecular descriptors coming from 77 samples of neat resins, amorphous, linear, non-cross-linked, and nonelastomer polymers.
The purpose of this example is to predict elongation at break by means of a model with high performance, interpretability and the special requirement of including CHS (crosshead speed) as an experimental descriptor because of its high influence on the property value. Note that elongation at break values of this dataset were obtained at different rates. In this case, the analysis started from the best ten subsets automatically obtained by the descriptor selection method proposed by [5] . Their prediction accuracy and cardinality are shown in Table 2 .
Table 2 Prediction accuracy and cardinality for the best ten models obtained by Soto's method [5]
The second column shows the predictive accuracy of the "best" model after applying 4-fold cross validation on three different methods (linear regression, decision trees, and neural networks). The parameter setup and predictive accuracy for all methods is available in the Additional file 1: Table S2 .
Model
Predictive accuracy Cardinality 
Designing a new model incorporating CHS
As a first strategy the "frequent descriptors", i.e. those that are colored in a darker grayscale and indicate that they have been chosen by more than one model, were explored. Figure 5 shows that Mn/MW (in black) was chosen by all models, and ETA_dEpsilon_B as well as ALOGP2 were selected in two models each (in gray). Then, the modeler is faced with the analysis of whether these descriptors provide valuable information to describe the target property from a physicochemical point of view. This deserves a brief discussion. Mn/MW is a descriptor relating the number-average molecular weight (Mn) to the molecular weight of the monomer of the polymer, giving as a result the number of repeating units in an average polymer chain. In other words, Mn/ MW provides macro information of the material. ETA_ dEpsilon_B is an extended topochemical atom descriptor, which represents a measure of contribution of unsaturation and it is calculated on the monomer. ALOGP2 is the square of ALogP (Ghose-CrippenLogKow). These partition coefficients represent a measure of hydrophobicity of the monomer. ETA_dEpsilon_B and ALOGP2 give information at a micro level because they were calculated on a monomer and not on an average polymer molecule (impossible to compute). Nevertheless, this physicochemical information is related to flexibility and intermolecular forces of the material. Therefore, the "frequent descriptors" are representing macro and micro aspects of the dataset molecules and all of them affect elongation at break.
One possible question for the modeler could be: how independent from each other the information provided by each descriptor is? Mutual information (Fig. 6 ) was then analyzed aiming at building a model whose descriptors are independent in terms of the numerical information they provide, thus avoiding redundancy.
The co-occurrence of these "frequent descriptors" was also analyzed to find some complementary information among them. As it is shown in Fig. 7 , two pairs appear twice: Mn/MW-ETA_dEpsilon_BandMn/MW-ALOGP2, but ETA_ dEpsilon_B and ALOGP2 do not co-occur.
After this first stage of analysis, the four models containing "frequent descriptors" were chosen, i.e. M3, M4, M5 and M7 (Fig. 5) , because they provide valuable information for the description of the property. The quality of the four selected subsets was assessed considering independence, cardinality and interpretability. In Fig. 8 , it can be seen that the subset that best meets all these factors is M3. This subset consists of: Mn/MW, ETA_dEpsilon_B, nHBint4 and nHBint10. The latter two descriptors are electrotopological descriptors: count of E-State descriptors of strength for potential Hydrogen Bonds of path length 4 and 10, respectively, which represent structural and chemical aspects of monomers.
Considering the analysis from a predictive point of view, note that in Table 2 the best prediction accuracy belongs to M3 (R 2 = 0.56) and M5 (R 2 = 0.68). However M5 has greater cardinality (5) than M3 (4) and two of the descriptors of M5 (nROH and nHCsatu) almost do not vary with respect to the target (Fig. 9d, e) . This lack of variance is undesirable, since it means that the numerical information provided is very limited.
Subsequently, the modeler may want to modify M3 by adding additional descriptors. In this case, CHS is considered essential to describe the property, as the dataset values for elongation at break were measured at different crosshead speeds. The resulting subset contains five descriptors (M3 + CHS) and the next step is to analyze it statistically, in order to check whether the modeler hypothesis improves the accuracy of prediction. In Table 3 , it can be seen that the statistical values confirm the expert's suggestion, and consequently the new model (R 2 : 0.62) outperforms the original one (R 2 : 0.56). In order to further enhance the study, scatterplots with the variation of descriptor values with respect to elongation at break (Fig. 10) were analyzed. At a first glance, the lack of variation of nHBint4 descriptor is noteworthy (Fig. 10a) . This behavior motivated the removal of NHBint4 from the model. In Table 3 , it can be seen that the predictive accuracy of the new model improved (R 2 : 0.69). Additionally, from the remaining subplots (Fig. 10b-e) , it is clear that all descriptors vary differently with the property which is another indication that they are likely to provide independent information.
To sum up, this example illustrates a possible flow of analysis to generate a robust model for the prediction of elongation at break of polymers by using our visual tool. This analysis took into account statistical and physicochemical aspects, allowing the expert to modify and test the final model by considering a previous hypothesis. The final model (M3 + CHS-nHBint4) contains four descriptors that provide meaningful and independent Fig. 6 Mutual information among the three most frequent descriptors: Mn/MW shows greater independence compared to the other two descriptors, but the opposite occurs between ETA_dEpsilon_B and ALOGP2. This filtering can be obtained by following these steps: (1º) having selected the entropy-based mode, check the option "Deselect All" on the list of descriptors; (2º) select from the list these three descriptors.
Fig. 7
Co-occurrence degree among frequent descriptors. This filtering can be obtained using the same steps described in Fig. 6 and then modifying the edge threshold.
information: Mn/MW, ETA_dEpsilon_B, nHBint10 and CHS. Mn/MW represents the number of repeating units of average polymer molecules, associated with the average chain length (macro), nHBint10 and ETA_dEpsilon_B represent micro level structural properties and finally CHS provides experimental information from the property measurement test, which affected the predictive capacity of the model markedly. Thus, the model considers molecular flexibility, intermolecular interactions and test rate, which makes it a reliable and interpretable subset. 
Conclusions
The selection of a subset of molecular descriptors during the design of a QSAR/QSPR model is a hard task, where several simultaneous goals must be satisfied [1, 35] . Many feature selection methods used for dealing with this problem are focused on statistical relationships among the descriptors and target properties, leaving aspects associated with the chemical knowledge out of the picture. Therefore, the interpretability and generality of the models obtained by these methods are drastically affected. For this reason, a strategy that incorporated expert knowledge in the selection process is required in order to improve the user confidence in the final set of descriptors.
In this paper we address this challenge by proposing a software tool that conjoins statistical methods with interactive visualizations. The main idea is to exploit the expertise of chemists by an interactive visual exploration of different pieces of data generated from statistical and information theory based metrics. Several coordinated visual representations were designed with the aim of capturing different aspects and relationships among descriptors and target properties. Some key insights that can be gained aided by the interactive visualizations are: redundant descriptors, descriptors that provide discriminative information, relevant descriptors by consensus among alternative models, and descriptors whose knowledge helps reduce the uncertainty about the value of the target property.
The capabilities of the proposed tool were assessed through two different scenarios. The first case study corresponds to the prediction of log P liver . In this experiment the tool was used to choose one subset of descriptors from a group of alternative subsets generated automatically by one or more descriptor selection methods. The second study corresponds to the prediction of a relevant mechanical property useful in the design of polymers. In this case, we illustrate the case where the analyst wants to make an intervention in the automatic selection of descriptors in order to incorporate an experimental descriptor to the model. Thus, we showed how the expert can use our tool to analyze information coming from existing descriptor subsets and even incorporate new descriptors according to her own knowledge of the target property.
The results in both cases showed the suitability and convenience of this methodology for selecting sets of descriptors with desirable characteristics (low cardinality, high interpretability, low redundancy and high statistical performance) in an exploratory and versatile way, and with a lower "cognitive effort" in comparison with the alternative of using an ad-hoc manual analysis of the selected descriptors.
Besides the aforementioned advantages of incorporating the analyst in the loop, it is also important to establish the limitations and scope of this software. Here we focus on the descriptor selection stage. In order to address the more general problem of activity/property prediction, we would need to include aspects such as studying the compounds individually or in families, as well as the incorporation of visualizations related to the applicability domain of the QSAR models or the analysis of its outliers.
Finally, this analysis can be repeated by using different prediction methods, which could lead to different results. Yet the focus of this use case is not in the prediction or validation of the results themselves but on a rationale set of steps to find good candidate descriptors. These descriptors should then be evaluated in an unbiased manner and preferably using an external dataset [10] . The second column shows the predictive accuracy of the "best" model after applying 4-fold cross validation on three different methods (linear regression, decision trees, and neural networks). In this case, the best predictive accuracy for the three models was obtained by using a decision tree (M5P) and evaluating using 4-fold cross validation. The parameter setup and predictive accuracy for all methods is available in the Additional file 1: Table S3 . 
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